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1 Introduction
Cellular automata (CA) since past century were one of the very important fields in theoretical computer
science [1-8]. Also cellular automata have many very important applications, for example, in physics [9],
in crowds movement modeling [10-12], in pattern recognition [13], in brain investigations [14-16], in
quantum mechanics [17, 18], in computation theory [19].
Usually all investigations focused around the most know CA – the game ‘Life’ by J. Conway, or some
their modification, for example with probability accounting in the rules [2, 8, 11, 15]. But recently as in
the theory as in the practice more essential improvement in CA arise: evolving and adaptive rules [20],
asynchrony in the rules operation [21], decline from absolute homogeneities in rules for all cells [22],
using of fixed similar neighbors for all cells and relies from full regularity of basic cellular space.
The letter property corresponds to common non-homogeneity of real physical spaces, problems,
processes in the Nature – for example of percolation [23, 24]. CA models for such problems should
correctly account such non-homogeneity. Presumable introduction non-homogeneity of basic space
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follows for unknown changes s in CA behavior. It posed the problems of understanding qualitative and
quantitative influence of non-regularity of basic space on CA properties.
So in given paper we propose the description of some our investigation of such problem. We describe
the results of our computer investigations of CA with ‘game of ‘Life’ models, but on the cellular space
with the ‘whole’, which have different shapes and different distribution in the space. We give results of
experiments and discussed some correlations in behavior with parameters of non-homogeneities. Also
the results of different rules of CA influence are presented. And finally the results for some hierarchical
CA are described. Proposed results may be useful for understanding of non-classical CA behavior
which may be interesting for some problems of cellular computing.

2 Description of cellular automata model on non-regular space
In classical Game of Life cellular automata, we tried to determine a rule between, on the one hand, the
percentage and distribution of initial wall cells and, on the other hand, the average time steps before
reaching a temporal cycle in the cellular automata.
In the numerical simulations below, we adopted the model of classical Game of Life rules, with a
classical Game of Life neighborhood for the cells. Yet, we introduced a certain amount of cells
considered as “walls”. These walls are assigned a value at the initialization of the cellular grid. This
value determines the behavior of the cells right next to a wall cell. In most cases, these walls are frozen
- although in two particular cases, the walls introduced could act as classical alive cells. When the
distribution of walls is set, we study the number of steps up to which the cellular automata reach a cyclic
evolution. For each value taken by the walls, we draw a two dimensional graph representing the
average time before cycle. It enables studying the speed for cellular automata to reach a cycle in
function of the initial distribution of the walls.

2.1. Modification of ‘Game of Life’

2.1.1 ‘Game of Life’ neighborhood
We adopted the Game of Life classical model for cellular automata. It consists of a Moore
neighborhood. At each step, the cell considered evolves accordingly to state of its eight surrounding
cells.
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Fig. 1 Moor’s neighbor of given cell (eight gray cells)

2.1.2

‘Game of Life’ classical rules

We adopted the Game of Life classical rule for every cell. At each time step, a cell can be in one of the
two states 'dead' or 'alive' (or 0 or 1). Each cell evolves according to its own state and to its eight
neighbor’s states. Here is the rule to update a cell:
― an 'alive' cell at time t-1 remains alive at time t if 2 or 3 of its neighbors are also alive.
Otherwise, it becomes 'dead' at time t.
― a 'dead' cell at time t-1 becomes alive at time t if 3 of its neighbors are alive. Otherwise, it
remains 'dead' at time t.
In our model, a cell is represented by a Boolean value equal to 1 if the cell is alive and 0 if the cell is
dead. Hence, the rule can be rewritten as a function of the sum of its neighbor’s states. Let's consider
that C(t) represents the state of one cell at time t, and NS(t) represents the neighborhood sum of values.
We can rewrite the Game of Life rule as:
―

if C(t-1)=1 and 1<NS(t-1)<4 then C(t)=1, else C(t)=0

―

if C(t-1)=0 and 2<NS(t-1)<4 then C(t)=1, else C(t)=0

Introducing strict inequalities will be necessary for the establishment of wall behavior.
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2.1.3 Border conditions
The border conditions are 2D periodic, in other words our 2D cellular automata is a manifold of a 3D
torus. For cellular automata composed of a NxN squared grid, considering C(i,j) the value of cell at t
line i column j, we impose:
―

C(N+1,k) = C(1,k) for k in {1,..,N}

―

C(k,N+1) = C(k,1) for k in {1,..,N}

―

C(0,k) = C(N,k) for k in {1,..,N}

―

C(k,0) = C(k,N) for k in {1,..,N}

Defining a C(i,j) with i>N , j>N, i<0 , j<0 is necessary for the definition of the neighborhood of border
cells.

2.1.4 Initial distribution of cell’s states
For the numerical simulations, we will consider that the initial available grid -i.e. the whole grid deprived
with the “wall” cells- is filled with uniformly-distributed fifty percents of alive cells.

2.1.5 Introduction of the walls into homogeneous cellular space
Now, we need to define the “walls” of our model (or distribution of the wholes).
A rule for the cells near the ‘walls’.
Here we describe one of the possible rules for evolution for the cells near the walls. Remark that
applications the rules for the cells near walls may correspond to physical nature of considered problems.
Contrarily to normal evolving cells, “wall” cells can take any real value. This hypothesis describes
entirely the model adopted, without having to change the previously enunciated rules. Keeping the
previously introduced notations, the rules remain:
―

if C(t-1)=1 and 1<NS(t-1)<4 then C(t)=1, else C(t)=0

―

if C(t-1)=0 and 2<NS(t-1)<4 then C(t)=1, else C(t)=0

Both of the previous conditions are still implementable whether the values in the sum of neighbors are
different from 0 or 1.
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We could add the explicit condition: if the cell is a wall, then the cell remains a wall. Using, the previous
notations:
―

if C(t-1) ≠ 0 and C(t-1) ≠ 1, then C(t) = C(t-1)

It appears that this ultimate condition is optional. By setting such values to wall cells, the behaviors of
the cells near to walls cells are changed. These local changes affect the whole cellular automata. Note
that without changing the above conditions, if the walls have the value 0 or 1 at initial time step, they
behave as normal cells in the following step.

2.1.6 Description of distribution and of wall’s shape
In our simulation we for simplicity consider that the walls are square-shaped group of cells. Before each
cellular automata simulation, we define a size of square and a percent of wall cells among the whole
grid. The variable s represents the size of the square of surface containing s² wall cells. The percent
represents the total amount of wall cells divided by the total number of cells in the grid.
At initialization time, the grid is full of empty cells. In given investigation we add successively one
randomly placed s-sized square to the grid, till the percent of walls cells initially defined is exceeded.
The effective percentage (in general different from the intended one) is eventually computed.
Here are presented the 6 first steps leading to the construction of the wall cells. The effective percent of
wall cells is indicated. The intended percentage was 50%, the size of square is 10. The size of the grid
30x30.

Fig. 2 Steps of wall construction
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2.2. Numerical simulations
All the simulations were realized using Matlab software. In this section, we present the model, the
parameters set and some results of the experiments.

2.3 Computing model
The cellular automata were modeled using matrix of size N²xT, with N representing the side of the
square grid, and T the maximal number of time step. The cell can take real values, 0 for dead cells, 1 for
alive cells and arbitrary real number for walls different from 0 and 1. Each N² submatrix represents the
state of the cellular automata at a particular time. The submatrix of the cellular automata at time t is
represented by the cells of coordinates (i,j,t), with i,j in {1,...,N}, and t in T. By analogy with Matlab
representation, we will note this matrix M(:,:,t).
Initialization During the initialization step, M(:,:,1) is randomly and equally filled with 0 and 1. Next, the
wall cells are created according to the process presented in the model presentation. The wall cells
values replaces the values of the cells in M(:,:,1) matrix. At this point, M(:,:,1) is filled with at most three
different values : 0 (dead cells), 1 (alive cells), an arbitrary value (wall cells).
Update At each step, each cell of M(:,:,t) is updated according to its neighbors at time t-1, according to
the Game of Life rules.
End The cellular automata can stop evolving for two reasons:
―

the cellular automata reached the final time step t=T. T is returned.

―

The cellular automata reached a cycle state. The time t at which the cyclic state was
detected and the length l of the cycle is returned.

2.4 Parameters in the model
In this section, we will define the parameters used for the numerical computation.
a. size and space of the cellular automata
We used a 30x30x500 Matrix to model our cellular automata, i.e. a grid of 30x30 and a maximal time
step of 500. These measures offer a good tradeoff between complexity of the evolution and computation
speed. In the majority of the cases, the cellular automata reached a cyclic state before 500 iterations
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step, which is necessary to truncate as few as possible the cellular automata evolution, which could
perturb the data.
b. detect cycles in the model
We enable the algorithm to detect a cycle of at maximum 12 time step. In practical experiments, this
number seems appropriate as most of cycle of length 8 and above is very rare, yet present.

2.5 Evolution of one CA over time
Here, we present the visual representation of a cellular automata evolving along the time. Some shots
are represented, including the initial Matrix and the final one (i.e. the one at which we detected a cycle).
Black points represent dead cells, white one alive cell, and grey on wall cells. Initial intended percent of
wall is 0.40.

Fig. 3 Example of CA evolution during time

2.6 Parameters in the experiments
After having seen evolution of such cellular automata along time, we now intend to draw a rule binding
the time to reach cycle and the initial distribution of walls. Therefore, we will draw a plot representing the
average length time to reach cycle, in function of two parameters: size of square walls and percent of
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wall cells. To do this, we will represent the length time with the intensity (black = 0, white = max) on an
image with coordinates x representing the size of wall squares, coordinates y representing the percent
of wall cells.

2.6.1 Number of simulation and values of the walls
We simulated cellular automata for eleven different values for the wall. These values have been chosen
to observe behavior as diverse as possible. Here are the values studied: {-1, -0.01, 0, 0.01, 0.5, 0.90, 1,
1.01, 1.5, 1.99, 2}.
For each of these peculiar values, the simulation computed whether 20,000 or 40,000 different evolution
of cellular automata, depending on the time the simulation was taking. The simulation returned as many
values for t -the time before reaching cycle- and l -the length of the cycle.

2.6.2 Percent and size of wall squares
For every value of the walls, we obtained 20,000 or 40,000 couple of values (t, l) which were obtained
by setting different parameters:
 p (percent of wall cells) : going from 0.001 to 1.000.
 s (size of the square walls) : integer values from 1 to sqrt(p)*N.
There are two nested loops: the first one runs on p, the second one runs on s. For a fixed p, we simulate
all the integer size of square s, satisfying the condition: s²/N² < p. Note that here, p is the intended
percent, not the effective one. We need to return the effective percent pe of walls at initial time.
When we obtained the 20,000 (or 40,000) values for the value wall (t, l) in function of (pe, s), we
classified them according to their length cycle l.
Next, we averaged them by grouping the value which had the same size s and the same integer part of
effective percent. For example, if one value was computed with initial wall parameter s=2, pe=10.68 and
another for s=2, pe=10.55, then they are averaged together.
At this point, for each value of walls, we have matrices Ml of values Ml(p, s) with p in {1,...,100} and s in
{1,...,N} representing the average time for cellular automata to reach cycle for p percent and s size of
walls. Once these matrix Ml are obtained, we need to visualize them.
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2.6.3 Representation
For each value of walls and for each cycle, the matrices have been visualized thanks to gray scaled
images, where the intensity of the pixels represents the relative average time steps. “Relative” means
that for each Matrix, we extracted the highest time step value tm and divided every time step value t by
this value, to obtain a ratio r going from 0 to 1, representing the relative average time steps. In order to
grant highest values a sharper importance, we also applied a function to these [0,1] values to get rf
value: rf = r3/4 . Finally, on an image of size 100x100, we represent the rf intensities.

2.7 Results
In this section we present and explain some of the images simulated. Here is the examples image
representing the 30x30 cellular automata for walls value of 0.01, ending by a cycle of length 1. We can
read that the maximum average time for these automata is 480. It is the white point on the image,
reached for percent around 75% and size around 70). Note that percent is 0 at the top and 1 at the
bottom of the image, while size of square is 0 on the left and 100 on the right. Here the cycle “-1” means
that these cellular automata did not reach a cycle within the T=500 time steps. Here the global-cycle
means all the cycles of the walls value 0.99 have been represented on the same graph.

Fig. 4 Cycle
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2.8 Analysis of the curves
In this section, we briefly discuss the global trend occurring in the graphs.

2.8.1 Global cycling
This subsection observes the global behaviors of the cellular automata without pointing out at precise
cycle length, but taking all of them into account. Three main ideas can be noted.
First, there seems to be a global common distribution of average time steps before cycle stabilization.
With a higher time step for small percent value of walls and small values of wall squares size. This
image seems to be the archetype example of the typical global distribution.

Fig. 5 Global cycling under value 0.99

Second, as we could expect, the behaviors observed for walls values of 0 and 1 and sharply different
from the other ones. The average time step is far more homogeneous over the graph, and the average
time step are higher than those for the other rules. Let's remind that these are not frozen wall cells as it
is the case for the other walls values, but acts like evolving cells from time step 2. We can notice there is
no continuity in function of wall values around 0 and 1. Lastly, some values such as 0.5 and 1.5 makes
appear a high time step probability for values with intermediate percent and low square size.
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2.8.2 Behavior in dependence of cycle length
In this section, we try to discriminate behavior in function of cycle length, at fixed values. First and
foremost, what can be noticed is that most cellular automata end with a cycle of length 1 or 2. Their
distribution is very similar. Next, automaton with cycle length is 3, 4 and 6, and those with no detected
cycle in 500 steps, are the most frequent. Here we present examples of highly represented cycles.

Conclusion to Section 2
We were able to determine to some behaviors influenced by parameters of the wall distribution. We try
to evolve in a context as constrained as possible (with square walls) to avoid coping with a huge number
of parameter, which could have been overwhelming in the visualization step. We could see some rules
appearing for global cycle, such as a higher average time step before cycle for low percentage and high
size of wall squares. Some of the data found were presented in this report, but most of the data are still
to be exploited from all the other data.

3. 2D Cellular automata: Study of Cellular Automata with inhomogeneous neighborhood and
non-classical rules

3.1 Problem
We report a series of numerical experiments carried out on 2D cellular automata. We studied the
behavior of cellular automata with different activation rules and with different inhomogeneous
neighborhood. Rules implemented are inspired from classical rules of Conway's Game of Life.
Neighborhood is a random function which takes in account user-set features. This series of experiments
is not an exhaustive study of the whole problem. It intended to draw conclusion in a voluntarily
constrained framework to obtain readable results. The whole study is empirically tackled.

3.2 General Model
In this section, we present the global model adopted for the simulation of the cellular automata. Each
experiment has its own parameters and programming specificities. We won't present any of these
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specific sets. Instead, we introduce the general iteration process of the cellular automata. The Conway's
Game of Life classical rules had been described in the Section 2.

3.2.1 Generalized rules implemented
The rules implemented are based on the classical Game of Life rule idea. Here, we suppose that NS(t)
represents the sum of the neighbor’s value of the considered cell at t. Our rules can be modeled as a
vector of four integer values (a, b, c, d). With the same notations that previously, the rule can be
rewritten as:
―

for C(t-1)=1 : if a < NS(t-1) < b then C(t)=1, else C(t)=0

―

for C(t-1)=0 : if c < NS(t-1) < d then C(t)=1, else C(t)=0

For instance, classical Game of Life rule corresponds to the vector (1, 4, 2, 4). Note that we should have
a < b-1 in order to enable cells being maintained alive, and have c < d-1 in order to enable them recover
from death.

3.2.2 Neighborhood
To build the neighborhood, we made an analogy with graph theory. The neighborhood of our model is
inhomogeneous, directed, and constant over time.
Initially, we attribute two parameters to the neighborhood of the grid:
―

the number of neighbor’s n of each cell.

―

the radius r of the neighborhood, which can be seen as the integer value of the
neighborhood scope. If we consider the cell at coordinate (i,j), another cell (k,l) can be in its
neighborhood if:

r <= max(|i-k|, |j-l|)

Here is a figure illustrating the neighborhood
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Fig. 6 Generalized neighbor and rules

Dark grey cell represents the cell we consider. Light grey cells are the neighbors of the cell. They are
randomly chosen among the cells in the r-radius square.

At initialization step, each cell is given n neighbors among the (2r+1)²-1 cells which subscribe the r
radius condition. The choice of the cells is uniformly random. We also impose that cell cannot be their
own neighbors. At updating time t-1→t, each cell computes NS(t-1) – the sum of its neighbor’s value –
and evolves in accordance with this value, and with its own state.

3.2.3 Border conditions
The border conditions are 2D periodic, in other words our 2D cellular automata is a manifold of a 3D
torus. For a 2D cellular automaton composed of a NxN squared grid, considering C(i,j) the value of cell
at t line i column j, we impose:
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―

C(N+m, k) = C(m, k) for k, m in {1,.., N}

―

C(k, N+m) = C(k, m) for k, m in {1,.., N}

―

C(1-m, k) = C(N-m, k) for k, m in {1,.., N}

―

C(k, 1-m) = C(k, N-m) for k , m in {1,.., N}

Defining a C(i, j) with i>N , j>N, i<1 , j<1 is necessary for the definition of the neighborhood of border
cells.

3.2.4 Initial distribution of life
At initial time step, every cell is given a fifty percents probability to be alive. Other cells are dead.

3.3 Numerical experiments
In this section, we present the series of experiments we conducted. The general aim is to study the
overall evolution of the cellular automata. Hence, we used some global representation plot: evolution of
the cellular automata over time, life rate of the cellular automata over time, average time steps to reach
cyclic state in function of space.

For all the numerical experiments, we used Matlab software to simulate the cellular automata. The
maximal duration – number of time steps simulated – of cellular automata was 5000. This is a
convenient value in term of computation time. We used a grid of 30x30 cells.

Here, we present the average number of time steps required to reach a global cycle in function of the
size of the grid. A global cycle is defined as a cycle in the temporal evolution of the whole grid. Here,
this simulation indicates that we modeled cellular automata from size 3x3 to size 35x35, and we did this
three times ("nbValues3" in the title of the graph). Then we averaged them for each size. For instance,
the 30x30 grid reached a global cycle after 600 time steps in average. This preliminary experiment was
useful to test whether the 30x30 size chosen was enough to enable the cellular automata to converge in
a global cycle within less than 5000 time steps.
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Fig. 6 Time of reaching cycles

3.3.1 Life rate over time in function of number of neighbors
In these first simulations, the aim was to detect particular comportments of the cellular automata in
function of the number of neighbors we set. All the simulations consider the classical Conway's Game of
Life rule – which we named (1, 4, 2, 4) in our model.

On each graph, we represented the percent of alive cells of the cellular automata over time. As we
explained before, each graph represents different cellular automata: different initial distribution of life,
and different neighborhood for each cells.
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Fig. 7 Simulations for 8 neighbors (classical Game of Life).

As displayed on these nine different graphs, most cellular automata converge within a number of time
steps inferior to 1000. What's more, when the number of neighbors decreases the number of time steps
necessary to reach a global cyclic state decreases. Besides, the final rate of alive cells also seems to
decrease with the number of neighbors.

This last point can be must be due to the sum of the neighbors' states NS(t) whish drives the rule and
which is lower when diminishing the number of neighbors. Hence, the condition 1<NS(t)<4 which
enables a cell to remain alive and the condition 2<NS(t)<4 which enables a cell to get alive back is
statistically harder to reach. Hence this fall of the life values over time.

3.3.2 Life rate over time in function of the rule
In the next simulations, the aim was to detect particular comportments of the cellular automata in
function of the radius set. All the simulations consider the classical (1, 4, 2, 4) rule.
On each graph, we represented the percent of alive cells of the cellular automata over time.
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Simulations with radius 1 (classical Game of Life):

Simulations with radius 2:

Simulations with radius 3 :

Fig. 8 Simulations with different size of neighbors
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As displayed on these nine different graphs, when the radius increases the number of time steps
necessary to reach a global cyclic state increases. Plus, the fast oscillations of the life rate increases as
the radius grows. These oscillations of life seem to have an increasing amplitude and frequency.
Besides, although the oscillations increase, the general trend of life over time seems more stable easier
to forecast. We also notice that for a radius 2, the cellular automata converging in a cyclic state often
converge in a global dead state. Unfortunately the maximum duration time steps does not enable us to
draw the conclusion for radius=3.

3.3.3 Average time steps to reach cycle in function of number of neighbors
In order to draw more accurate figures on cellular automata – especially regarding the number of
timestamps needed to reach a global cycle – we conducted other simulations. In the following
simulation, we once again used the classical (1, 4, 2, 4) Conway's Game of Life Rule). The goal of the
simulation was to study the average number of time steps before reaching a global cycle in function of
the number of neighbors, going from 2 to 8. For each number of neighbors, we computed 41 different
cellular automata and averaged their number of time steps required to reach a global cycle:

Fig. 9 Averag time for reaching cycles
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The graph shows a very clear break for the critical value 8 of classical Game of Life rule. For value from
2 to 7, the average number of time steps looks like an increasing linear function of the number of
neighbors. Note that it was worthless simulating the case with one neighbor since, following the Gale of
Life rule, every cell would have died within the first simulated time step.

3.3.4 Average time steps to reach cycle in function of radius
Here, we represented the same type of graph, but changing the neighborhood scope, i.e. increasing the
radius parameter.

Fig.10 Average time for cycling in dependence on radius.

Here, the conclusion of the graph is limited by the maximum number of time steps we imposed on our
cellular automata. Above a radius of 3, the average time steps overcome the 5000 time steps maximal
duration. Yet, we have data about the radius 2 neighborhood's average time steps to reach global cycle,
which is 6 times higher than the one for the radius 1 neighborhoods.
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3.3.5 Determination of Game of Life-alike rule with different neighborhood
Some previous graph pointed out the limit of the study we conducted: the radius and the number of
neighbors of each cell are closely linked to the classical Game of Life rule. Hence, changing one of
these two parameters leads to sharply different behaviors. This emphasizes the link between
neighborhood and rule in cellular automata behavior. This last experiment is a short empirical study
aiming at determining some Game of Life-alike rules which lead to Game of Life-alike behaviors.

In order to determine such rules, we implemented algorithms based on random and mutation. Such
algorithms are useful to determine "good" rule without examining each rule, due to the lack of
computational power. Here, we do not have any objective function as it could be the case in genetic
algorithm. Instead, we test the final life rate of the cellular automaton and if it belongs to the expected
range, the rules are selected and then undergo some mutations. The conditions upon life attempt to find
a life rate close to the 7% that the classical Conway's Game of Life converges to.

Here are the different steps of the algorithm:

Stage 0 : Fix a number of neighbors and a radius for the neighborhood.

Stage 1: Generate random (a,b,c,d) and select them if the cellular automaton state agrees with "loose"
life conditions – life rate at time step 100 between 0.01 and 0.4.

Stage 2 : Make evolve randomly every (a,b,c,d) already selected at stage 1 and simulate the
corresponding CA. Select the new rules if the cellular automata state agrees with "medium" life
conditions – life rate at time step 200 between 0.01 and 0.4.

Stage 3 : Simulate CA with (a,b,c,d) already selected at stage 2 and select the rules if the CA agrees
with tight life conditions – life rate at time step 1000 between 0.02 and 0.3.

We show the evolution of CA whose rule has been selected by the algorithm.
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The cellular automata found with this rule enable a certain kind of life. The emergence of such life
pattern is not trivial and most rules generated randomly do not enable finding such shapes. Most of the
time they converge to a dead state.
This last experiment is an attempt to highlight the link between the neighborhood and the rules
implemented in the evolution of life in such systems.

Conclusion to Section 3
Here we report the study of 2D cellular automata with inhomogeneous neighborhood and with new
types of rules, inspired from classical Game of Life cellular automata. We built a model for the
neighborhood, making analogies with network science through graph theory. We also defined a new
model for the rules, and explained how we could transpose this model for Game of Life classical rule,
and how we could derive new rules from this classical rule. Then, we simulated some cellular automata
with classical Game of Life rule. We could highlight some behaviours of the life in the cellular automata.
Eventually, we admit that instead of rewriting neighborhood of cells independantly of rule, which lead to
significantly different cases from the classical Game of Life, we should attempt to discover new rules,
more closely bound to the neighborhood adopted. They lead to some interesting self organizing pattern.

Some further studies could be carried out to extend the first graphs drawn, in particular those on which
the maximal timestep was limiting the scope of the results. One might also consider other ways to
discover the rule we shed light on, and thanks to more powerful computationnal means, try to
investigate these rules in a more exchaustive way.

4. Study on 2D cellular automata: Multi-layer cellular automata, with classical Game of Life Rules

4.1 Problem
This report intends to study the behavior of two-layer cellular automata. Each layer of the cellular
automata updates according to classical 2D Game of Life model. Some inter-layer links are introduced
in the model. We studied the influence of such links upon the evolution of life in the cellular automaton.
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4.2 General Model
In this section, we present the global model adopted for the simulation of the cellular automata. We
make an analogy between network science lexicon and cellular automata one. In particular, an "edge"
or "link" between two cells of cellular automata represents a relation of neighborhoods between these
cells. In cellular automata lexicon, such cells (bound by an edge/link) are called "neighbors".

4.2.1 Multilayer model
Our model consists of two grids of size NxN. Each of these grids is a layer of the cellular automaton.
These layers are connected by some inter-layer links. These inter-layer links are undirected edges. We
only consider one type of inter-layer link: coupling edges. They are links connecting a cell A at a position
(i,j) on the first grid, and a cell B with the same coordinate (i,j) on the other grid.

4.2.2 Updating rule
Here we remember classical Game of Life rule, which we applied to our model. At each time step, a cell
can be in one of the two states 'dead' or 'alive'. Each cell evolves according to its own state and to its
neighborhood's state – we will define its “neighborhood” later. Here is the rule to update a cell:
-

an 'alive' cell at time t-1 remains alive at time t if 2 or 3 of its neighbors are also alive.
Otherwise, it becomes 'dead' at time t.

-

a 'dead' cell at time t-1 becomes alive at time t if 3 of its neighbors are alive. Otherwise, it
remains 'dead' at time t.

In our model, a cell is represented by a Boolean value equal to 1 if the cell is alive and 0 if the cell is
dead. Hence, the rule can be rewritten as a function of the sum of its neighbor’s states. Let's consider
C(t) represents the state of one cell at time t, and NS(t) represents the neighborhood sum of states. We
can rewrite the Game of Life rule as:
― in case C(t-1)=1 : if 1<NS(t-1)<4 then C(t)=1, else C(t)=0
― in case C(t-1)=0 : if 2<NS(t-1)<4 then C(t)=1, else C(t)=0
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4.2.3 Neighborhood
Our model neighborhood consists of two types of neighbors:
―

intra-layer neighbors. They represent the neighbors of the cell within the same layer. These
neighbors follow the classical Moore neighborhood, i.e. they are the eight closest cells of
the considered cell.

―

inter-layer neighbors. We only consider inter-layer neighbors bound by coupling edges, i.e.
cells with same coordinates but different layers.

Both type of neighbors - inter-layer and intra-layer - are considered equally regarding the updating rule.
For a cell, the neighborhood sum at time t takes in accounts both intra-layer and inter-layer neighbors.

4.2.4 Border conditions
The border conditions of each layer are 2D-periodic, which is tantamount to saying that each 2D cellular
automata layer is a manifold of a 3D torus.
We define the 2D-periodic condition. Every cellular automata layer composed of a NxN squared grid,
considering C(i,j) the value of cell at t line i column j, we impose:
―

C(N+m,k) = C(m,k) for k,m in {1,..,N}

―

C(k,N+m) = C(k,m) for k,m in {1,..,N}

―

C(1-m,k) = C(N-m,k) for k,m in {1,..,N}

―

C(k,1-m) = C(k,N-m) for k ,m in {1,..,N}

Defining C(i,j) with i>N , j>N, i<1 , j<1 is necessary for the definition of the neighborhood of border cells.

4.2.5 Initial distribution of life
At initial time step and for each layer, every cell is given a fifty percents probability to be alive. Other
cells are dead.

4.3 Numerical experiments and results
We realised all the following experiments with Matlab Software, using matrix as representation of the
cells.
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4.3.1 Parameters
For the numerical simulations, we adopted a two-layer cellular automata, with a size of 30x30. The
cellular automata was encoded on a 30x30x2 Matrix. Each cell is assigned a boolean value in function
of its state (1 for alive, 0 for dead). The last coordinate (of size 2) represents the layer of the cell. In all
experiments, we simulated the cellular automata during 500 timesteps. We will consider that "final" state
of the cellular automata is the state at the 500th step.

4.3.2 Life rate over time
In the next simulations, we intended to draw general a trend of the evolution of life – final life rate, time
steps before reaching a global cycle – for different percents of inter-layer edges. First, we plotted the
evolution of life rate – percentage of alive cells among all the grid's cells – over time for several values
of p. The model is equivalent from one layer to another. Hence, to simplify the following graphs, we only
displayed the rate of one of the two layers. On each plot, we displayed 10 different curves. They
represent the life rates over time of 10 different cellular automata, changing slightly the initial inter-layer
link probability p. On the following graph, we represented for example the life rates of 10 cellular
automata with p between 0.005% and 1.000%.

Fig. 11 Evolution of cells state
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From analysis of such computations, it seems that p – the rate of inter-layer links – has an impact on the
evolution of life. More accurately, it seems that:
―

When p increases, the final rate of alive cells first decreases on average (until p=0.60%),
before increasing.

―

When p increases, the number of time steps required before the cellular automata enters a
global cyclic state decreases.

―

When p increases, the cellular automata tends to finish in a two-steps cycle, until p is high
(around p=0.8%), where the cellular automata ends in a one-step cycle.

With the numerical experiments, we will try to confirm these predictions, and draw more precise laws.

4.3.3 Final life rate in function of interlayer link probability
In these numerical simulations, we computed the final life rate. We computed this final rate in function of
the inter-layer link probability. For the simulations, p goes from 0.005% to 1.000% by steps of 0.005%.
We have 200 different values. In this first graph we represent each couple (final life rate; inter-layer link
probability).

Fig. 12 Dependence on the links between layers
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In this second graphs, we computed the bary-center of the previously computed couples. There are 20
bary-centers, each averaging 10 closest couples (final life rate; inter-layer link probability). Statistically,
there is first a decrease of the final rate, going from around 0.030% for low p to 0.020 for p around 0.6%,
followed by an increase which reaches back 0.030% for high values of p.

4.3.4 Time steps to reach cycle
We consider that the cellular automata reaches a (global) cycle when it is in a state it has already been
in since the beginning of the simulation. A state of the cellular automata represents the state of every
cell on both layers. Here, we implemented a basic algorithm which compares the state of the cellular
automata at time t with all the previous states it was in. In these numerical simulations, we compute the
time steps when the cellular automata are detected to be in a cycle. We computed these time steps in
function of the inter-layer link probability. For the experiments, the p probability varies from 0.005% to
1.000% by 0.005%. Hence, we had 200 different values. We also had computed the bary-center of the
previously computed coupled. There are 20 bary-centers, each averaging 10 closest couples (time
steps to reach cycle; inter-layer link probability). From the computations it is clear that there is a
relationship between the inter-layer link probability and the number of time steps to reach a cycle.

As the density of couples (time steps to reach cycle; interlayer) is low for p<0.2, we also simulated
another 200 values for p between 0.001% and 0.200%. As we can see the number of time steps
required to reach cycle is higher for low p. Hence, exceptionally, this simulation computed up to 1000
time steps for each cellular automaton. The graphs of computation to confirm the trend highlighted
before.

4.3.5 Cycle length in function of inter-layer link probability
Here, we plotted the length of the cycle (within a cycle, minimum number of timesteps before reaching
twice the same state). Some cellular automata did not reach a cycle within the 500 timesteps. They are
given the length cycle 0 on the graphs. We simulated the cellular automata for the same values of p as
previously.
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Fig. 13 The cycle length dependence of interlayer coupling.

The graphs enable us to draw a statistical trend of the cellular automata, which are highly prone to:
 end in a two-state global cycle for p<0.80%.
 end in a one-state or two-state cycle for 0.8%< p <0.93%.
 end in a one-state cycle for p>0.93%.
Conclusions for Section 4
This short study on multi-layer cellular automata give some general trends of life evolution in a
constrained framework of cellular automata. We manage to draw statistical laws bewteen the inter-layer
link probability on the one hand, and the number of timesteps to reach cycle, the final life rate, and the
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cycle length on the other hand. We decided to restrict the study to two-layer cellular automata with
exclusively coupling edges. This choice was imposed by the important number of parameters already
existing, the presence of random conditions which might make the trend harder to draw. Besides,
adding another layer would add the number of neighboors, which could affect the influence of classical
game of life rule. It would also require to reflect on inter-layer linking. With some linking conditions, each
layer might be no longer symmetric (and equivalent) from the system. Adding new layers, or introducing
other types of inter-layer links might motivate some other studies.

General conclusions.
Thus in given paper we described the results of investigations by computer experiments with different
kinds of the classical cellular automata generalization. Received results may be useful for understanding
the behavior of cellular automata which may be useful for searching the architecture for cellular
computing. Remark that deep further generalizations should be considered. The first is related with the
accounting of networks structure especially the ‘small world’ property. The second prospect for cellular
computing is accounting of strong anticipatory property (see [1, 16, 18]).
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